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SCANIA Truck Mechanic :
We’re looking for some truck mechanics for several garages in Flanders , you will be performing a variety of tasks on trucks,
large construction vehicles and vans . You will have to inspect, to diagnose and to repair brake systems, engines, electrical
components, steering systems, transmissions and tires.
You work for general and specialized freight companies in the garage and on location .
Your main duties :
- Follow a checklist of inspection procedures
- Test drive vehicles to diagnose malfunctions
- Read and interpret diagnostic test results, often by using dials, gauges, and other computer equipment
- Raise trucks, vans and heavy parts or equipment by using hydraulic jacks or hoists
- Inspect brake systems, steering mechanisms, transmissions, engines, and other parts of vehicles
- Do routine maintenance, such as changing oil, checking batteries, and lubricating equipment and parts
- Adjust and align wheels, tighten bolts and screws, and attach system components
- Repair or replace malfunctioning components, parts, and other mechanical or electrical equipment and change hydraulic
fluids
- Disassemble and reassemble equipment and parts
- Test drive vehicles to ensure that they run smoothly.

Profile :
- you are motivated, enthusiastic, flexible and punctual;
- You have a degree in auto mechanics or equivalent experience, knowledge of electronics is a plus;
- you have several years of experience as a mechanic;
- you are interested in trucks and vans;
- You are a team player and can work independently
- Experience with SCANIA is a plus.

Offer :
A nice job with a lot of variation
Full –time employment with an attractive salary ( 40h /week)
Occasionally you have to work on Saturday ( 24/7 service )
Salary depends on your level on the truck mechanic scale
Level B starts at 13,27 euro /h
Level C starts at 14,71 euro/h
+ transport refund

Interested ?
Send us your resume in ENGLISH to international.mobility@adecco.be with reference : SCANIA Truck
Mechanic
https://www.vdab.be/jobs/vacatures/57094407/scania-truck-mechanic?sinds=9000&p=1&trefwoord=57094407
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